Site accommodation trailer

An accommodation trailer is used when personnel must live on site for all or part of the week. Accommodation trailer comfort is thus particularly important to ensure rest is pleasant.
Site accommodation trailer

Because the trailers are often a long way from mains electricity, they must be able to work independently. Accordingly, the following is usually available:

- one or more bedrooms, with one or more beds per room
- extra insulation in floors and ceilings
- electricity generator
- solar cells
- many extra batteries
- blinds and insect screens on openable windows
- air conditioning
- electrical equipment
- wardrobes next to beds
- a small shelf with an electrical outlet by each bed for charging mobile phones
- optional bed widths – e.g. 80, 90 or 105 cm
- where fitted, top bunks can be ordered in a fold-up version
- a generous kitchen area with work tops
- large fridge with separate freezer compartment
- microwave
- hob with fan
- dishwasher
- large water tanks
- shower and washbasin
- toilets, e.g. dry or incinerating
- one or more combined heating systems such as electricity, gas and diesel
- underfloor heating, either electric or hot water coil
- radio, TV and internet via remote
- security alarm and monitoring via remote

Norrlandsvagnar is the only Swedish site trailer manufacturer certified to ISO 9001 quality standards.
Layouts

Accommodation trailers are available in many floor plans in widths of 235/245 cm and up to 9 metres long – all dimensions internal. Ceiling height at the centre of the trailer is always 235 cm for excellent space and comfort. Here are examples of typical layouts. Look on them as suggestions that you can adapt according to your needs. If you need new drawings, we will make them free of charge. There are further examples at www.norrlandsvagnar.se.
We've been building custom accommodation trailers from the bottom up since the 1960s. Making sure our customers get trailers built exactly to their needs is the most important thing of all for us.